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Abstract: Conversation between the agent and client are being evaluated manually by a quality assurance officer (QA). This job is only one of the
responsibilities being done by a QA and particularly eat ups a lot of time for them which lead to late evaluation results that may cause untimely response
of the company to concerns raised by their clients. This research developed an application software that automates and evaluates the quality assurance
in business process outsourcing companies or customer service management implementing sentence similarity. The developed system includes two
modules: speaker diarization, which includes transcription and question and answer extraction, and similarity checker, which checks the similarity
between the extracted answer and the answer of the call center agent to a question. The system was evaluated for Correctness of the extracted
answers, and accurateness of the evaluation for a particular call. Audio conversations were tested for the accuracy of the transcription module which has
an accuracy of 27.96%. The Precision, Recall and F-measure of the extracted answer was tested as 78.03%, 96.26% and 86.19% respectively. The
Accuracy of the system in evaluating a call is 70%.
Index Terms: Automatic Transcription, Speaker Diarization, Text Similarity checking
————————————————————

1. INTRODUCTION
Quality assurance (QA) is the planned and systematic
activities implemented in a quality system so that quality
requirements for a product or service will be fulfilled. In a
business process outsourcing company or customer service
management, quality assurance specialist participates in
customer and client listening programs to identify customer
needs and expectations. This is a critical part of a company to
maintain its current service standard. At the present time
companies have customer service department to provide fast
and precise solutions for the clients. Since QA are responsible
in different activities there is a problem of untimely evaluation
result for every call transactions leading to lateness of the
response of the company for a particular concern. The
researcher opted to develop an application software that will
automate the quality assurance job that will evaluate the
transaction for every call.

2. RELATED WORKS
Quality assurance (QA) should be the cornerstone of the call
center management efforts. This is because optimizing QA
practices will help to enhance the quality of the service your
team provides to their customers, increase their efficiency and
reduce wasteful spending [1]. According to a blog from
Genesys, entitled Quality Management: Improve Call Center
Quality Assurance and Agent Performance by Completely
Understanding Every Conversation, quality management
allows you to automatically analyze every conversation,
measure agent skills against objective criteria and gain a true
understanding of every agent’s performance [2]. Call center
quality assurance programs ensure that your customers
receive a consistent standard of service when they contact a
call center or when a call center agent contacts them [3].

Automation of quality assurance program is not an easy task.
One technology that is showing particular promise is a
computer’s ability to recognize human speech or Speech-toText (STT) [4]. Current speech analytics technology boasts
accuracy significantly greater than 80 to 90 percent. With
improved accuracy, speech analytics have been working
diligently to improve the speed at which results are delivered
[5]. Most of the existing studies that is testing for a quality is
usually quality testing for a product. There were only a few
studies that presented methods and techniques in order to test
the quality level of a call. On Stepanov paper [6], it automatics
summarized spoken conversation in terms of factual
descriptors and abstractive synopses that are useful for quality
assurance supervision in call centers. While on Pallotta, V.
et.al study [7], they have presented a new approach to Call
Center Analytics based on Interaction Mining, contrasting Text
Mining, which is currently used in Speech Analytics in order to
provide useful insights for enhancing Call Center Analytics to a
level that will enable new metrics and key performance
indicators (KPIs) beyond the standard approach. The paper
entitled Automated Quality Monitoring for Call Centers Using
Speech and NLP Technologies [8] had presented an
automated system for quality monitoring in the call center.
They proposed a combination of speech recognition,
maximum entropy classification based on ASR-derived
features, and question answering based on simple patternmatching. The system can either be used to replace human
monitors, or to make them more efficient.

3. METHODOLOGY
The diagram below (Fig. 1), shows the design of the
developed evaluator system. The input contains the audio
conversation. The file that contains the conversation will be
synthesized. The synthesized conversation converted as a text
file will become the input of the next module called Diarization
module.
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Figure 1: System Architecture of the Call Evaluator System
Diarization, contains two processes the Transcription and
Question and Answer Extraction. The processes are defined
as follows:
A. Speaker Diarization and Transcription
Using LIUM SpkDiarization tool, a software dedicated to
speaker diarization [9], the input audio signal is analyzed for
speaker segmentation and clustering. Using FFMPEG, a tool
for handling multimedia data [10], every speech clusters will be
extracted to a temporary wav file. Every wav file will then be
transcribed using Sphinx4, a state-of-art HMM-based speech
recognition system being developed on open source. [11]
B. Question and Answer Extraction
The Question and Answer Extraction module requires the
transcriptions of call that was converted from voice to text.
This module accepts tagged statements (Question, Complaint,
or Declarative). The tagging of the statements are being done
by the system.
Question Tagging
To tag statement as question, POS tagger were used to
identify if the sentence has a question class - Who, What,
Where, When, Why, How, etc. If the sentence doesn't have
question class, it will automatically tag as Declarative.
Complaint Tagging
To tag a statement as complaint, SentiWordNet [13] was used.
Every word that has sense value - Noun, Verb, Adverb,
Adjective, in the sentence will be evaluated and get the senti
value. After getting each of the values, it will be totaled. If the
total value is less than zero, the statement will be considered
as complaint, else, Declarative.
Only those statements that are tagged as Question or
Complaint will undergo Answer Extraction. Using WordNet,
synonyms of words that has sense in the statement - noun,
adjective, verb and adverb [12] will be considered to determine
if the candidate answer (Operator's Statements) is the right
answer to that particular Question/Complaint. If the system
failed to find synonyms from the candidate answers,
immediate response statement from the operator will be
considered
as
the
answer
to
that
particular
Question/Complaint. As for the Declarative statements,
immediate answer of the Operator will be considered as the
answer to the caller's statement.
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Similarity Check
This module will first identify the most similar question from the
input to a file consisting of the most common questions being
answered and its corresponding answers. It was revealed that
call center agents’ replies for every customer’s inquiries are
based to the set of common questions and answers given by
the company. The system will use this file to generate the
correct answer for each questions. Text Mining was done to
determine all possible answer related to the question. The
system after generating the answer will evaluate the
call/transaction by checking the similarity of the agent’s
answer and the one generated by the system. The semantic
similarity method was used to determine the sentence
similarity between the statements. It made use of the set of
words found in the statements being compared. The semantic
calculation was done by using a Semantic Similarity tool [14].
The categories came from a new dictionary which is based
from the English Open Word List (EOWL) of words, while its
semantic similarity for each word is calculated from the
DISCO's semantic similarity. The output of the evaluation is
the overall similarity for the entire conversation which then can
be used to assess the success of the call/transaction.

4. RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the developed system
Precision, Recall and F-measure was used by the researcher.
To test the accuracy of the Speaker Diarization module which
consists of Transcription and Diarization of the system, the
researchers used a command in Linux to train the wav files,
then it will output the words it generated and will later compare
it to the training data. Lastly, the system will compute for its
accuracy. The system computed 27.96% of accuracy out of
208 audio conversations tested for Speaker Diarization
module as shown below. With this result the researcher opted
to use a tool that will convert a text to speech to continue
working on the main point of the research which is the
capability of an application system to automatically evaluate
the success of a call. In evaluating the accuracy of the
Question and Answer Extraction module, the researchers used
F-measure. This measures considers both the precision (P)
and the recall(R) of the test to compute the score. The Fmeasure score can be interpreted as a weighted average of
the precision and recall. Based from the tagged questions, the
answers were extracted from the transcription as tagged
answers. This will serve as the call center’s answer to a
question. The accuracy of tagging the answer for every
questions was then computed by identifying the TP, TN, FP,
FN based the list of questions and answers. The module was
tested using 17 audio conversations with an average of 10
statements for every conversations. For the computation of Fmeasure, the following formulas were used:
F-measure=2 (Precision*Recall)/(Precision+Recall)
Equation 1 Formula for F-measure
Precision= tp/((tp+fp))
Equation2 Formula for Precision
Recall= tp/((tp+fn))
Equation 3 Formula for Recall
Where:
 True Positive: correctly tagged as answer/question
 False Positive: tagged as answer but not
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The accuracy of the developed system based on the capability
to evaluate every call was computed as:

False Negative: Results missing information
True Negative: No answers were given

Table 1: Summary of Findings for Precision, Recall, Fmeasure of the system for the Question and Answer
Extraction

Answer
/Question
Tagging

Precision

Recall

F-measure

78.03%

96.26%

86.19%
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Accuracy = The. No. of correct evaluation/The no. of Total
Evaluation
It was gathered that from the tagged files that there was a total
of 272 question and answers statements and the accuracy of
the evaluation of the system in the evaluation is 70% (See
Table 4).
Table 4: Accuracy of the Call Evaluator

Table 1shows the computed results that leads to a 78.03% for
the Precision rate of the Question and Answer Extraction
module, while 96.26% for the Recall Rate, 86.19% for the Fmeasure and has an Accuracy of 75.74%. One hundred three
(103) were identified as True Positive (TP) from the tagged
questions and generated answers of 17 audio conversations,
Twenty nine (29) for the False Positive (FP), Four (4) for the
False Negative and none of the results identified as True
Negative (TN). It can be easily seen that the Recall Rate has
the highest result. For the Similarity Check module, the
percentage for the Question and Answer was computed.
Based on the output of Question and Answer Extraction
module, it will be the input to be compared to the similarity
checker, then the system itself outputs the computed
percentage of similarity per category. The computed
percentage was interpreted using Overall Similarity Index [15].
(See table 2) As shown in the table 2, the Percentage of
Similarity was tested using the audio conversations. From the
computed percentage of similarity per category, the results
were average by dividing the total number per category to One
hundred thirty six (136) total test data of 17 audio
conversations. The Similarity Checker Module has a 76.90%
of similarity interpreted as Very High Similarity for the
Question, while there is 53.55% similarity for the Answer which
is interpreted as High Similarity.
Table 2: Verbal Interpretation of Similarity Accuracy
Rating

Level of Similarity

0-24%

Similarity Not Occurred

25%-49%

Average Similarity

50%-74%

High Similarity

75%-100%

Very High Similarity

Correct Eval.
191

Accuracy
70%

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
This project aims to develop an application software that
automates the evaluation of a call by quality assurance officer
in business process outsourcing companies or customer
service management. The findings and evaluation result of the
project proved that the system can automate and evaluate
Quality Assurance in BPO Companies. In conclusion, the
analysis shows that there is a 27.96% accuracy in
Transcription module, while there is 78.03% for Precision
Rate, 96.26% for Recall Rate, and 86.19% for F-measure for
the Accuracy of the Question and Answer Extraction module.
The computed Accuracy for call evaluation was 70%, which
looks promising considering that this is a new field. Other
researchers may expand the system further by:
a. Improving the Diarization module
b. Having different set of training data for the LIUM Diarizer
and Sphinx.
c. Using better Similarity Checker tool aside from Semantics
tool.
d. Implementing Pattern Recognition for the Answer
Extraction.
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